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Abstract
Task-oriented dialog (TOD) systems con-
verse with users to accomplish a specific
task. This task requires the system to query
a knowledge base (KB) and use the retrieved
results to fulfil user needs. Predicting the
KB queries is crucial and can lead to severe
under-performance if made incorrectly. KB
queries are usually annotated in real world
datasets and are learnt using supervised ap-
proaches to achieve acceptable task comple-
tion. This need for query annotations pre-
vents TOD systems from easily adapting to
new domains. In this paper, we propose a
novel problem of learning end-to-end TOD
systems using dialogs that do not contain
KB query annotations. Our approach first
learns to predict the KB queries using re-
inforcement learning (RL) and then learns
the end-to-end system using the predicted
queries. However, predicting the correct
query in TOD systems is uniquely plagued
by correlated attributes, in which, due to
data bias, certain attributes always occur to-
gether in the KB. This prevents the RL sys-
tem to generalise and accuracy suffers as a
result. We propose Correlated Attributes Re-
silient RL (CARRL), a modification to the
RL gradient estimation, which mitigates the
problem of correlated attributes and predicts
KB queries better than existing weakly su-
pervised approaches. Finally, we compare
the performance of our end-to-end system
trained using predicted queries to a system
trained using annotated gold queries.
1 Introduction
Task-oriented dialog (TOD) systems converse with
users to accomplish a specific task by interacting
with a knowledge base (KB). For example, a restau-
rant reservation system (Henderson et al., 2014b)
interacts with a KB that contains restaurants and
their attributes such as name, rating and address.
Traditional TOD systems (Williams and Young,
2007) follow a pipeline architecture where the sys-
tem is split into various modules. As each of these
modules are trained separately, they require inter-
mediate states to be hand-crafted and each utter-
ance in the dialog to be annotated with these states.
To eliminate these hand-crafted states and re-
duce the amount of annotations, end-to-end TOD
approaches (Madotto et al., 2018; Reddy et al.,
2019; Raghu et al., 2019) were proposed (Bordes
and Weston, 2017). Figure 1 shows an example di-
alog used for training such end-to-end approaches.
In the example, the user asks for a restaurant with
certain attributes. The agent then requests for miss-
ing attributes. Once all the attributes are collected,
the agent frames a KB query. She then suggests
a highly rated restaurant based on the retrieved re-
sults followed by its phone number. In addition
to the user and agent utterances, the dialog is an-
notated with a KB query that fetches the required
knowledge to accomplish the task. We refer to this
TOD approach of learning TOD using KB query
annotated dialogs as aTOD.
In real-world scenarios, human agents chat with
users on messaging platforms. When the need to
query the KB arises, the agent usually fires the
query on a back-end KB application and uses the
retrieved results to formulate a response on the
messaging platform. The dialogs retrieved from
the platforms would only contain user and the agent
utterances and the KB queries typically go undocu-
mented. As aTOD approaches require the datasets
to make available the precise queries along with
dialog logs, additional human annotations are re-
quired to learn aTOD systems.
In response, we define a novel problem of learn-
ing an end-to-end task oriented dialog system
where the dialogs do not contains KB query an-
notations. We refer to this problem as uTOD –
TOD using unannotated dialogs. As a first step
towards solving this task, we design a neural model
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Restaurant Rating Location Price Phone
Prezzo 7 south moderate 1098-1134
Chiquito Restaurant Bar 8 south moderate 1108-5678
Taj Tandoori 6 south moderate 1648-1796
Peking Restaurant 9 south moderate 2343-4040
Peking Restaurant is a moderate 
restaurant in the south part of town 
Agent
May I know their phone number please
User
Their phone number is 2343-4040
Agent
Suggest an expensive  restaurant that's in 
the south section of the city
Do you have a cuisine preference?
No, I don't care about the type of cuisine. 
Also,  could you make the price range 
moderate
User
Agent
User
get_restaurants(location=south 
,price=moderate )
Agent
t=1
t=2
t=3
t=4
Peking Restaurant is a moderate 
restaurant in the south part of town 
Agent
May I know their phone number please
User
Their phone number is 2343-4040
Agent
Suggest an expensive  restaurant that's in 
the south section of the city
Do you have a cuisine preference?
No, I don't care about the type of cuisine. 
Also,  could you make the price range 
moderate
User
Agent
User
t=1
t=2
t=3
KB Query Annotated Dialog used by aTOD
Unannotated Dialog used by uTOD
Figure 1: Examples of dialogs used for training aTOD and uTOD systems. The table in the example shows the
results retrieved by the KB query at turn 2.
which predicts the turn at which the KB query has
to be made. Subsequently, our system learns to
predict the KB query using reinforcement learning
and then learns to generate agent responses. Addi-
tionally, we identify two datasets that can be used
to evaluate a uTOD system’s ability to predict KB
queries and the generated responses.
In order to predict KB queries in dialogs, a nat-
ural source of weak supervision is the KB entities
present in the subsequent dialog. A correct KB
query should be able to fetch all the entities used in
the subsequent dialog exchanges. For example, in
Figure 1, the query should be generated in such a
way that it returns Peking restaurant and its phone
number. If entities are not fetched accurately, then
the response generator would be forced to mem-
orize the missing entities and hence would fail to
generalize. In addition to this, the weak supervi-
sion should also ensure that the results retrieved by
the KB query are precise – if the query returns a
lot more entities than necessary, then the response
generator would have to deal with the additional
responsibility of filtering the incorrect ones from
the results. We use this insight to define our re-
ward function for query generation. Unfortunately,
natural extensions of existing weakly supervised
approaches, like RL, fail to learn a good KB query
predictor for our task. This is because KBs used
for TOD usually have correlated attributes. For ex-
ample, in a restaurant domain, most of the Japane-
ses restaurants are expensive. Such correlation be-
tween cuisine and price causes queries framed us-
ing just the cuisine and queries framed using both
cuisine and price to return similar results. This con-
fuses typical RL agents, which are unable to dis-
cern the right query in a given context. In response,
we modify the gradient estimates for RL to make
it resilient to these correlated attributes. The pro-
posed correlated attributes resilient RL (CARRL)
approach learns to predict KB queries better than
existing weakly supervised approaches.
To summarize, we make the following contribu-
tions:
1. We define a novel problem of learning TOD
with unannotated dialogs (uTOD).
2. We propose a novel correlated attributes re-
silient RL (CARRL) approach for predicting
KB queries using weak supervision.
3. We show that our proposed CARRL approach
outperforms existing weakly supervised ap-
proaches for KB query prediction.
We will release our code and datasets for further
use by the research community.
Context Encoder
External Memory
KB ResultsDialog History
Peking Restaurant serves Chinese 
food in the southI prefer Chinese
…
peking_restaurant r_area south
peking_restaurant r_cuisine chinese
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…
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Figure 2: The architecture of existing TOD systems (aTOD).
2 Related Work
In this section, we first position our work in the
area of task-oriented dialogs. We then discuss ex-
isting weakly supervised approaches for learning
KB queries from natural language.
Task Oriented Dialogs: TOD systems can be di-
vided into two: traditional and end-to-end train-
able TOD systems. Traditional dialog systems
(Wen et al., 2017; Williams et al., 2017) use hand
crafted states and intermediate supervision on di-
alogs. End-to-end TOD systems (Madotto et al.,
2018; Reddy et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019; Raghu
et al., 2019) do not require such hand crafted states
and intermediate supervisions. But they require
annotations of precise KB query on dialogs. While
existing approaches require some form of annota-
tions on dialogs, our approach can be trained using
unannotated dialogs.
Dhingra et al. (2017) bypassed formulating KB
query by inducing a soft posterior distribution over
the full KB to indicate entities of interest. Eric et al.
(2017) proposed an approach that stores the entire
KB in a key-value structured memory, assuming the
KB is small. Placing the entire KB in the memory
would not be scalable when the KB is large. It
also makes inferring over the KB results harder
for the downstream response generator. Unlike
the approaches that store the entire KB in memory,
we generate KB queries using weak supervision to
make the approach scalable.
Weak Supervision: Weakly supervised ap-
proaches alleviates the need for gold queries to
convert natural language to logical forms. These ap-
proaches are trained using reinforcement learning
where REINFORCE (Williams, 1992) algorithm
is used to estimate the gradients of the expected
reward. REINFORCE suffers from a cold start
problem when the policy is randomly initialized.
To mitigate the problem, Liang et al. (2017) used it-
erative ML to search for good queries and used it to
bootstrap the training. Liang et al. (2018) systemat-
ically search for high reward queries. i.e., queries
with non-zero rewards and use them to bootstrap
REINFORCE. Weakly supervised approaches have
also been proposed for sequential question answer-
ing (Guo et al., 2018; Iyyer et al., 2017). Unlike
these applications, to the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to use weak supervision for generating
KB queries in task-oriented dialogs.
3 Background
In this section, we first discuss existing aTOD sys-
tems (Madotto et al., 2018; Reddy et al., 2019;
Wu et al., 2019; Raghu et al., 2019) that re-
quires annotated dialogs. We also briefly discuss
MAPO (Liang et al., 2017), a weakly supervised
approach over which CARRL is built upon.
TOD with Annotations: A typical architecture
used by aTOD systems is shown in the Figure
2. We represent a dialog between a user (u) and
an agent (a) as {(cu1 , ca1), (cu2 , ca2), . . . , ((cum, cam))}
where m denotes the number of turns in the dialog.
Let tq be the turn at which the KB query is made
and Rkb = {kb1, . . . , kbn} be the set of results re-
turned by KB query. When the user utterance cut
is fed to the system, the external memory contains
the dialog history Ht= {(cu1 , ca1), . . . , (cut−1, cat−1)}
and the KB results Rkb. The contents of the
external memory and the current user utterance
together is usually referred to as dialog context
c = {Ht, Rkb, cut }. The context encoder gener-
ates a representation of the dialog context, which
is then consumed by the response decoder. The
response decoder is usually a sequence decoder
which generates the response word-by-word.
For our experiments we use the context encoder,
external memory and response decoder proposed
in BossNet (Raghu et al., 2019). The BossNet
encoder is a multi-hop attention based encoder
(Sukhbaatar et al., 2015). The external memory
is a bag-of-sequences memory with each utterance
and KB result encoded using a bi-directional GRU.
The BossNet decoder is copy augmented decoder
with the ability to copy words from the memory.
The decoder computes a generate distribution over
words in the decode vocabulary and computes a
copy distribution over words in the memory us-
ing hierarchical attention. Finally, a soft gate (See
et al., 2017) is used to combine the two distribu-
tions. The network is trained using standard cross
entropy loss.
MAPO: Liang et al. (2018) use systematic search
to discover high reward queries and use them boot-
strap the training process. Systematic search effi-
ciently explores the search space by sampling pre-
viously unexplored queries from the policy. When
a non-zero reward query is sampled, it is added to
a buffer which contains all the high reward queries.
The high reward queries in the buffer is used in
every epoch of training for computing the gradient
estimates in REINFORCE.
4 Our Proposed uTOD System
In this section, we first describe the architecture of
the proposed uTOD system. We then describe the
phase-wise curriculum used for training the system.
4.1 Architecture
The proposed uTOD system can learn to converse
with just unannotated dialogs. Figure 3 shows the
architecture of the uTOD system. Augmenting any
existing aTOD system (whose architecture has an
external memory, context encoder and response
decoder) with a decoder selector and a KB query
decoder will provide the ability to learn to converse
without the need of annotations. The decoder se-
lector is a binary classifier which decides if a KB
query is to be generated at a given turn based on
the dialog context c. The KB query decoder (de-
scribed in Section 5) is a copy-augmented sequence
decoder that generates the query one word at a time.
When a query is generated, it is fired on the KB and
the results are populated in the external memory.
4.2 Phase-wise Curriculum
We use a phase-wise curriculum to train the overall
uTOD system. Before we start the training, each
dialog must be annotated with turn tq at which the
KB query is expected to be made. As there are
no gold labels available to train such a classifier,
we heuristically label the first turn at which the
agent response contains a KB entity that was never
seen in the dialog so far as tq. For example, in
Figure 1, t = 3 is the first turn at which the agent
response contains a KB entity Peking restaurant
that was never used in the dialog so far. Since there
are no gold KB queries as well, the query decoder
is trained using weak supervision provided by the
entities used in the subsequent dialog.
The training curriculum is divided into three
phases. In phase-1, the KB query decoder is trained
using weak supervision. From each dialog, the pair
of context at turn t = tq and entities in the subse-
quent dialog are used to train the KB query decoder.
The query decoder is trained using RL with reward
computed as a function of the entities retrieved by
the generated query and entities in the subsequent
dialog.
In phase-2, the response prediction pipeline is
trained by constructing (dialog context, response)
pairs from dialogs. For pairs whose response is
after the KB query (t ≥ tq), the external memory
is pre-loaded with KB results obtained by querying
the KB with query predicted in phase-1.
Finally, in phase-3 we train the decoder selector.
We use the context at various turns in the dialog as
input. The context at turn t = tq is assigned a label
of one and zero otherwise. phase-2 pre-trains the
context encoder used by the decoder selector.
5 KB Query Decoder
Our main technical contribution is a KB query de-
coder that uses a weakly supervised RL based ap-
proach. After describing the formulation, we dis-
cuss correlated attributes in TOD KBs and how
they affect the learning process. We finally pro-
pose a modification to the RL based approach that
is resilient to correlated attributes. We refer to
this solution as Correlated Attributes Resilient RL
(CARRL).
5.1 Weakly Supervised KB Query Decoder
The KB query decoder generates the KB query
using the dialog context c = {Mtq , cutq} at turn
tq such that the KB query retrieves KB entities
e = {e1, e2, . . . , ek} required to generate the sub-
sequent agent responses. A natural approach to
train the query decoder with weak supervision is
using reinforcement learning (Liang et al., 2017,
2018). Here the query decoder is a policy net-
work piθ(a|c) that takes the dialog context c as in-
put and generates a KB query a, such that KB query
when executed, returns a set of KB entities e. The
KB query a = 〈a1, a2, . . . , aT 〉 is represented as
a sequence of tokens, and hence, generated auto-
KB
Context
Encoder
KB Query 
Decoder
Response
Decoder
External Memory
Decoder
Selector
KB ResultsDialog History
Peking Restaurant serves Chinese 
food in the south
I prefer Chinese
…
peking_restaurant r_area south
peking_restaurant r_cuisine chinese
peking_restaurant r_price moderate
…
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Figure 3: The architecture of the proposed system.
regressively as follows:
piθ(a|c) = piθ(a1, a2, . . . , aT |c)
=
T∏
i=1
piθ(ai|a1, . . . , ai−1, c)
If the query a fails to retrieve the KB entities re-
quired to generate subsequent agent responses, the
response decoder will be forced to memorize the
KB entities rather than inferring from the retrieved
results. This memorization will result in poor gen-
eralization, as the overall system will be unable to
handle unseen entities. To prevent memorization,
we propose to use a full recall reward that is better
suited for KB query prediction, and is given by
R(a|c, e) = 1recall(ea,e)=1.precision(ea, e) (1)
where ea is the set of entities retrieved by the query
a. The full recall reward ensure that a query is
encouraged only if it can retrieve all the entities
necessary by the subsequent conversation. Thus
helping the system to learn a better generalization.
As there are no gold KB queries available, pa-
rameters of piθ are optimized by maximizing the ex-
pected reward, i.e, L = Ea∼piθ(a|c)R(a|c, e), where
the reward function R(a|c, e) is a measure of how
well the KB query was able to retrieve the nec-
essary entities e to generate the subsequent agent
responses. Using L queries sampled i.i.d. from the
current policy piθ(a|c), the gradient estimate can be
expressed as
∇θL = 1
L
L∑
l=1
∇θpiθ(al|c)R(al|c, e) (2)
5.2 Correlated Attributes in KB
To understand the correlation, we divide KB
queries into two types: (1) partial intent queries and
(2) complete intent queries. Partial intent queries
only capture a part of the user’s intent whereas
complete intent queries capture all the attributes in
the user’s intent. The column (a) in Table 1 shows
three queries. The first query is a complete intent
query which captures all the attributes in the user
intent. The last two are partial intent queries as
they captures just one of the two attributes in the
user intent. As observed from the table, for a given
dialog there can be multiple partial intent queries
that can fetch non-zero rewards, but there will be
just one complete intent query (with non-zero re-
ward). Moreover, a specific partial intent query can
achieve non-zero rewards for multiple dialogs. For
example, the query “price=moderate" can fetch
non-zero rewards for both the examples in the Ta-
ble 1. As REINFORCE optimizes the policy to
maximize the expected reward, the policy is likely
to learn partial intent queries.
Partial intent queries, despite being incomplete,
often receive rewards that are quite close to or equal
to the complete intent queries. For example, let us
assume the KB has 8 Chinese restaurants out of
which 7 have moderate price range and 1 is expen-
sive. The results of the partial intent query “cui-
sine=chinese" would contain one additional restau-
rant compared to the complete intent query “cui-
sine=chinese, price=moderate". Hence the reward
function would return scores that are almost the
same. This gets extreme in certain cases, where
presence or absence of a certain attribute makes
no difference. For example, let us assume that all
the Japanese restaurants in the KB are expensive.
Then both “cuisine=japanese, price=expensive"
and “cuisine=japanese" would return the same set
(a) (b)
User Intent user needs a restaurant that servesChinese with moderate price range
user needs a Japanese restaurant
in moderate or expensive price range
KB Queries
1. cuisine=chinese, price=moderate
2. cuisine=chinese
3. price=moderate
1. cuisine=japanese, price=expensive
2. cuisine=japanese, price=(expensive OR moderate)
3. cuisine=japanese
4. price=moderate
Table 1: Summary of dialogs and a few examples of high reward KB queries (in simplified syntax) of the
corresponding dialogs discovered using systematic search.
of results and so would receive the exact same re-
ward. If such correlation in KB is high, the problem
of accurately learning complete intent queries is
further compounded in RL.
5.3 Correlated Attributes Resilient RL
To counter the attribute correlation in KB and
the problem of partial intent queries, we mod-
ify the REINFORCE algorithm as follows: Let
a1, . . . , aL be a set of queries sampled from the
policy piθ(a|c). For brevity, we represent the re-
ward function R(a|c, e) as R(a). The modified
reward function for these queries is as follows:
Rλ(a`) =
eλ.R(a`)∑L
`′=1 e
λ.R(a`′ )
In the limiting case when λ→∞, we obtain the
following modified reward function:
R¯(a`) = lim
λ→∞
Rλ(a`)
=
{
1 if Rλ(a`) > Rλ(a`′), `′ 6= `
0 otherwise
(3)
Due to correlated attributes in the KB, partial
intent queries often receive rewards that are quite
close to complete intent query. The modified re-
ward function will ensure the complete intent query
will be pushed to the top, even if the gap is negli-
gible. The modified reward in (3) can be used to
compute the gradient estimates in (2). We refer to
this approach for estimating gradients as CARRL.
The proposed CARRL will be effective against
the partial intent query problem, only if the com-
plete intent query is present among the top-L
queries sampled from piθ. To ensure this, we first
follow the training procedure proposed by Liang
et al. (2018), named MAPO. Once MAPO con-
verges, we then use our proposed CARRL to esti-
mate the gradients.
Once the training of MAPO is converged, we
noticed that in many cases, even though the com-
plete intent queries had higher reward compared
to the partial intent queries, they were not learnt
by the policy. Applying our proposed objective en-
couraged the complete intent queries to be pushed
up, and hence once CARRL converges, many more
complete intent queries were pushed to the top.
6 Experimental Setup
We perform experiments on two task-oriented di-
alog datasets: CamRest (Wen et al., 2016) and
DSTC2 (Henderson et al., 2014a). Both the
datasets have KB query annotations present in
them. We remove these annotations from the di-
alogs and use them for evaluating the proposed
problem. However, the query annotations were
used for evaluating the performance of various ap-
proaches used for training KB query decoder. Table
2 summarizes the statistics of the datasets.
CamRest676 is a human-human dialog dataset in
the restaurant reservation domain. It was collected
using the Wiz-of-Oz framework. As CamRest
is designed for dialog state tracking, we use the
dataset1 converted the to the end-to-end TOD for-
mat by Raghu et al. (2019). All the dialogs in the
dataset have just one KB query annotated in them.
DSTC2 is the datatset used for the 2nd Dialog
State Tracking Challenge. It is a human-bot dialog
dataset, also in the restaurant reservation domain.
DSTC2 was also designed for dialog state tracking.
Bordes and Weston (2017) converted the dataset
into the format suitable for evaluating end-to-end
TOD agents. We filtered the dialogs in the dataset
which had more than one KB query.
1https://github.com/dair-iitd/BossNet
CamRest DSTC2
Train Dialogs 406 1279
Val Dialogs 135 324
Test Dialogs 135 1051
Avg. no. of turns 4.06 7.94
Table 2: Statistics of CamRest and DSTC2 datasets.
6.1 Algorithms
As we are the first to propose the problem of learn-
ing TOD systems with unannotated dialogs, there
are no existing baselines. So, we compare the per-
formance of the proposed Correlated Attributes
Resilient RL (CARRL) approach for training the
KB query decoder to existing weakly supervised
algorithms such as
REINFORCE (Williams, 1992): uses on-policy
samples to estimate the gradient.
MAPO (Liang et al., 2018): uses on-policy sam-
ples and a buffer of non-zero reward queries ex-
plored using systematic search to compute the gra-
dient estimates.
Supervised: uses the gold KB queries as direct
supervision. It is used to measure the performance
of aTOD systems, and provides an upper bound.
Our primary goal is to build a uTOD system and
compare its performance to an aTOD system. To
refer to a uTOD system trained using a specific
weakly supervised algorithm, we use the algorithm
name in superscript. For example, a uTOD system
trained using MAPO is referred to as uTODMAPO.
6.2 Evaluation Metrics
In this section, we discuss the metrics used for
evaluating the decoder selector, KB query decoder
and the overall uTOD system.
Decoder Selector: The decoder selector is a bi-
nary classifier that indicates whether a KB query
should be made at a given turn based on the context.
Since we assume each dialog contains just one KB
query, during test time, the classifier should predict
false until turn t < tq and true at turn t = tq. A
sequence of correct predictions is necessary for the
decoder selector to be effective for a single dialog.
To well capture this behaviour, we compute dia-
log accuracy, where the classifier is correct only
if it predicts zeros for all turns t < tq and one at
the turn t = tq. For each dialog we also compute
turn difference as the absolute difference between
the first turn in the dialog at which the classifier
first predicts true and the gold turn tq at which the
KB query is made in the annotated dialog. The
smaller the average turn difference, the better is the
classifier.
KB query decoder: The algorithms used for train-
ing KB query decoder are evaluated based on accu-
racy with which they generate the gold KB queries.
Since both the original datasets have KB queries
annotated, we use them to compute the accuracy.
uTOD system: uTOD and aTOD systems are eval-
uated based on their ability to generate valid re-
sponses. We use BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and
entity F1 to measure the similarity between pre-
dicted and gold responses. BLEU measures the
overlap of n-grams between the predicted and the
gold responses. It has become a popular measure
to compare task-oriented dialog systems. BLEU
assign equal weight to both entity words and non-
entity words in the response. Since predicting the
required entity is the goal of TOD, we also use
entity F1 to better compare entity prediction per-
formance. Entity F12 is computed using the macro
precision and macro recall.
6.3 Human Evaluation
Liu et al. (2016) have shown that metric based eval-
uations of response prediction in dialogs are not
strongly correlated with human judgements. So,
we collect human judgements to compare the qual-
ity of the responses generated by aTOD and uTOD
systems. Given a dialog context and the corre-
sponding KB results, we collect the relevance of
a response with respect to the dialog context on a
scale of (0-2). As our focus is to evaluate the ability
of an agent to query the KB and effectively use the
results retrieved to generate responses, we only col-
lect judgements for responses that occur after the
KB query. We sampled 100 random dialog-context
from CamRest dataset and collected judgements
for 3 systems, namely uTODMAPO, uTODCARRL
and aTODSupervised.
6.4 Training
We implemented our system using TensorFlow
(Abadi et al., 2016). The word embeddings and
weights were initialized using a standard normal
distribution with mean 0 and variance 0.01. We
trained the network using an Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) and apply gradient clip-
2(Raghu et al., 2019; Madotto et al., 2018) report the micro
average of recall as Entity F1.
Accuracy Total Test Rewards PIQ Ratio
DSTC2 CamRest DSTC2 CamRest DSTC2 CamRest
REINFORCE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MAPO 0.42±0.10 0.35±0.05 114.82±13.9 17.48±1.77 0.46±0.07 0.51±0.06
CARRL 0.63±0.03 0.51±0.03 155.66±6.54 21.58±1.07 0.21±0.03 0.26±0.04
Supervised 0.71±0.04 0.50±0.05 162.07±6.23 19.60±1.96 0.20±0.03 0.21±0.07
Table 3: Performance of CARRL and other weakly supervised approaches on CamRest and DSTC2 on 10 runs. PIQ
(Partial Intent Query) ratio is the fraction of generated queries that captured only a part of the user request.
CamRest DSTC2
Ent. F1 Ent. F1 BLEU Ent. F1 Ent. F1 BLEU
Non Infor. All Non Infor. All
uTODREINFORCE 0.08±0.03 0.35±0.03 14.09±1.63 0.40±0.02 0.44±0.04 47.40±3.23
uTODMAPO 0.24±0.03 0.41±0.03 15.65±0.83 0.49±0.01 0.40±0.01 47.63±1.43
uTODCARRL 0.29±0.02 0.45±0.02 15.72±1.26 0.55±0.02 0.45±0.03 49.30±1.25
Table 4: Performance of various uTOD systems on 10 runs. An oracle decoder selector was used by all systems.
ping with a clip-value of 40. Since our network
is built on top of BossNet, we used the best per-
forming hyper-parameters reported by Raghu et al.
(2019) for each dataset. Total accumulated vali-
dation reward is used as a early stopping criteria
for KB query decoder, dialog accuracy for decoder
selector and BLEU for the response decoder.
7 Experiments
Our experiments evaluate three research questions.
1. How well does CARRL predict queries com-
pared to other weakly supervised approaches?
2. How accurate is the decoder selector?
3. How does the overall performance of various
uTOD systems compare to an aTOD system?
7.1 CARRL Performance
Table 3 reports the KB query prediction accuracies,
total rewards and fraction of partial intent queries
generated by CARRL and other approaches on
CamRest and DSTC2 datasets. For a fair compari-
son, we predict the query at the same turn at which
the gold query was annotated. CARRL outper-
forms MAPO on both the datasets. As mentioned
in Section 5.2 due to the correlated attributes in the
KB, MAPO generate a large number of partial in-
tent queries (PIQ) (almost 50%). Whereas CARRL
counters this using the proposed approach in Sec-
tion 5.3. On both daatsets, CARRL has almost 50%
drop in PIQs compared to MAPO.
The failure of REINFORCE highlights that us-
ing just the on-policy samples to computing gradi-
ent estimates is inadequate for our problem. Both
CARRL and MAPO use non-zero reward queries
explored using systematic search, along with on-
policy samples to computing gradient estimates.
This makes RL explore useful parts of policy space
leading to much better model.
Table 4 shows the performance overall system
with the various query decoders and an oracle de-
coder selector (uses gold labels during test). The
aim of this experiment is to analyse the perfor-
mance of the proposed query predictors on the over-
all system. The REINFORCE query predictor was
unable to predict any valid (partial or complete)
queries during test, but still achieved an F1 met-
ric comparable to other approaches. On further
inspection, we found that responses contain two
types of entities: informable entities (IE) and non-
informable entities (NIE) (Henderson et al., 2014a).
IEs are those entities that the users can specify to
describe their needs and NIEs are those entities that
the agent retrieves from the KB to satisfy the user
needs. For example, in the restaurant suggestion
task – cuisine, location are IEs, while restaurant
name, phone number are NIEs. Retrieving the nec-
essary NIEs is crucial to the success of the overall
system. On CamRest, REINFORCE exhibits quite
low NIE F1.
On DSTC2, REINFORCE achieves a reason-
able entity F1 for both cases. On further analysis,
we found that when the KB Results in the exter-
nal memory are empty during train, the response
decoder is forced to memorize (i.e., generate in-
stead of copy) the entities. As DSTC2 has a large
overlap of non-informable entities in train, dev and
test, it achieves a reasonable non-informable en-
tity F1 by memorizing them. Systems that memo-
rize the entities would fail to generalize when the
KB is changed, such as in disentanglement evalu-
ation (Raghu et al., 2019). To summarize, uTOD
system trained using CARRL achieves better per-
formance than uTOD systems trained using other
weakly supervised approaches.
7.2 Decoder Selector Performance
Dialog Avg. Turn
Accuracy Difference
w/o PT w/ PT w/o PT w/ PT
CamRest 0.47 0.54 0.72 0.56
DSTC2 0.21 0.28 2.26 2.20
Table 5: Performance of the decoder selector with and
without pre-training (PT).
Decoder selector predicts the turn at which the
KB query has to be generated. Table 5 shows the
dialog accuracy and the average turn difference
of the decoder selector on CamRest and DSTC2.
Pre-training the context encoder with the task of
response generation in phase 2 helps improve the
dialog level accuracy by 7 points on both datasets.
The errors on CamRest are due to the inher-
ent ambiguity in the tq annotations present in the
dataset. For example, When the user requests a
particular cuisine, say cuisine x. If x is present in
the KB, KB query is made at this turn. But if x is
not present in the KB, then in the dataset the agent
requests for an alternate option as x is unavailable,
without explicitly making a query. Once the user
suggests an alternate option, the KB query is then
made. The errors in DSTC2 are also due to the
ambiguity in the tq annotations. As DSTC2 is a
speech transcripts of human-bot dialogs, many a
times the bot generates a response rather than a KB
query due to misinterpretation of the bot or speech
recognition error.
7.3 End-to-End uTOD Performance
Table 6 reports the performance of end-to-end
uTOD and aTOD systems. The uTOD systems are
trained in two different settings: (1) decoder selec-
tor trained with the gold tq and (2) decoder selector
trained with the heuristic tq labels as described in
Section 4.2. The latter setting uses heuristic to la-
bel tq and hence is trained on unannotated dialogs.
It can be seen that the performance of uTODCARRL
system trained using unannotated data is better than
uTODMAPO, and also not far behind the aTOD sys-
tem trained using annotated dialogs.
The numbers reported in Table 6 for aTOD
system is not comparable with the published re-
sults (Raghu et al., 2019) due to a fundamental
difference in the experimental setup. In published
works, aTOD systems are evaluated using results
of gold KB query in the dialog context for all at
turns t > tq i.e., even if the aTOD system fails to
generate the correct KB query at turn t = tq, the
results of the correct query will be used to predict
the subsequent agent responses. As our problem
is to learn a TOD system with unannotated data,
we use the results of the generated KB query, even
if it is incorrect, to predict the subsequent agent
responses.
Human Evaluation: We collected human judge-
ments on the relevance of responses generated
by three end-to-end systems On a scale of 0-2,
uTODMAPO received a score of 0.39, uTODCARRL
received a score of 0.53 and aTODSupervised re-
ceived 0.57. This experiment on 100 random sam-
ples from CamRest further strengthens the fact that
the performance of uTODCARRL system is not far
from the aTOD system.
7.4 Qualitative Evaluation
We qualitatively compare the performance of
uTODCARRL, uTODMAPO and aTODSupervised us-
ing the example in Table 7. The example demon-
strates the ability of CARRL to generate a query
that captures the complete user intent. The overall
system also generates an acceptable response for
the given dialog context. Even though all entities in
the gold are not generated by the uTODCARRL sys-
tem, it captures the correct non-informable entity.
The example also shows that there are cases where
CARRL performs better than Supervised learner
in generating KB queries. Despite being able to
capture just two of the three attributes from the con-
text, aTODSupervised was able to retrieve the correct
entity. This shows that the response decoder can
fix some mistakes made by the query decoder.
The example also demonstrates the issue with
CamRest DSTC2
Ent. F1 Ent. F1 BLEU Ent. F1 Ent. F1 BLEU
Non Infor. All Non Infor. All
decoder selector trained using gold tq labels
uTODMAPO 0.23±0.04 0.41±0.03 14.90±0.65 0.47±0.02 0.43±0.04 45.77±2.98
uTODCARRL 0.27±0.03 0.44±0.02 14.96±1.31 0.52±0.01 0.44±0.04 46.46±2.59
decoder selector trained using heuristic tq labels
uTODMAPO 0.18±0.01 0.37±0.02 13.44±0.73 0.47±0.04 0.40±0.03 42.64±1.59
uTODCARRL 0.21±0.02 0.39±0.03 13.93±0.80 0.50±0.06 0.40±0.04 45.02±2.24
aTODSupervised 0.25±0.03 0.42±0.04 15.55±1.05 0.51±0.02 0.45±0.02 47.59±1.20
Table 6: Performance of various end-to-end uTOD and aTOD systems on 10 runs.
KB Results (Restaurant | Food | Area | Pricerange)
frankie_and_bennys | italian | south | expensive
User-1 i am looking for an expensive restaurant in the south part of town .
Agent-1 there is five restaurants to your request .
User-2 i would like italian food .
Gold-Response frankie_and_bennys serves italian food in the south part of town . is there anything
else i can help you with ?
Gold-Query food=italian, area=south, pricerange=expensive
Supervised-Response frankie_and_bennys is located in the south part of town and is in the expensive
would you like their phone number
Supervised-Query food=italian, area=south, pricerange=dontcare
MAPO-Response la_margherita is italian in the south part of town
MAPO-Query food=italian, area=dontcare, pricerange=dontcare
CARRL-Response frankie_and_bennys is an expensive in the south part of town . would you like their
phone number
CARRL-Query food=italian, area=south, pricerange=expensive
Table 7: Responses and queries generated by uTOD (CARRL, MAPO) and aTOD systems on a dialog from
CamRest. For simplicity, only the fields used in the dialog are mentioned in the KB results. Entities are italicized.
MAPO generating partial user intent queries. As
only one of the three attributes were captured, the
query would have retrieved a large number of re-
sults from the KB to populate the external memory.
Unlike the aTODSupervised case, the mistake by the
query decoder was too costly for the uTODMAPO
system’s response decoder to fix.
8 Conclusion
We propose a novel problem of learning task-
oriented dialogs with unannotated dialogs (uTOD).
Thus enabling them to be easily adaptable to new
domains. We design an architecture which can be
augmented to existing TOD models that require
annotated dialogs (aTOD). We propose a novel cor-
related attributes resilient RL (CARRL) approach
for predicting KB queries using weak supervision
to counter the effect of correlated attributes in the
TOD KBs. We show that CARRL outperforms ex-
isting weakly supervised approaches on KB query
prediction. We will release our code and datasets
for further use by the research community.
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